
 

Job Description                                 

 
Job Title:  On-line Stylist 

Department:  Photo Studio 

Reporting to:  Style Director / Studio Manager  

 
The Brand 

 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the modern luxury-shopping destination for both men and 

women, bringing you the finest fashion edit by established and emerging designers. 

 

Since the first store opened in 1987, MATCHESFASHION.COM has been synonymous with 

modern luxury shopping. Now with 11 beautiful stores in many stylish London 

neighbourhoods, MATCHESFASHION.COM prides itself on unrivalled customer service. 

Today, MATCHESFASHION.COM also offers an iconic online retail experience, trusted by a 

fashion-literate clientele the world over, which brings together the very best established 

and new international labels. 

 

At MATCHESFASHION.COM we firmly believe that our customer is at the centre of 

everything we do and insist that each and every customer has a luxury experience from 

the first moment of contact right through to the after sales experience and support. Every 

staff member, regardless of their role within the business, must always have the 

customer at the forefront of their thoughts and all actions must contribute to providing a 

luxury experience of the highest standard. 

    

Key Objective 

 

We are seeking a talented and original on-line stylist to work as part of the studio styling 

team.  

You will be responsible for the styling and co-ordination of all collections and products 

represented on MATCHESFASHION.com. Ensuring the finished images are on brand, 

aspirational, show fashion authority and are in-line with the MATCHESFASHION.com 

aesthetic to help drive and maximise sales.  

You must have previous styling experience, be fashion literate and be able to understand 

and demonstrate a strong knowledge of designer brands as well as emerging trends. You 

must also have an exceptional eye for detail as well as a commercial mind.  

 

Main Duties & Responsibilities  

 

 Work closely with Style Directors, Senior Stylists and Buying Team to ensure all 

products are styled and merchandised to best reflect the MATCHESFASHION.com 

buy and with fashion authority.  

 Meet all daily shoot targets and keep any re-shoots to absolute minimum. 

 Work closely with Merchandise Co-ordinator to ensure all collections are called in 

and nothing is missed.  

 Work closely with the photographers and models to deliver all online brand 

imagery and videos that accurately depict the clothing and accessories. 

 Broad knowledge of designers, brands and emerging trends.  

 Co-ordinate re-shoots where required and communicate to Merchandise Co-

ordinator/Studio Manager when finished.  

 Prioritise product to be shot daily.  

 Attend styling meetings, designer training sessions and designer clinics.  

 Ensure all daily shoot/styling preparation is of highest standard.  



 

 Analyse weekly sell through reports with Merchandise Coordinator to make sure 

appropriate products are being featured.  

 Styling on Ad-Hoc editorial and marketing campaigns as required.  

 

Essential Skills and Requirements  

 

 Previous styling experience for a luxury fashion retailer preferably on-line.  

 Be fashion and designer literate, with a thorough understanding of all designers, 

brands and seasonal trends.  

 Strong fashion and styling sense with the ability to incorporate new fashion 

trends.  

 Able to work well as part of a team in a highly pressurised environment.  

 Proven ability to work to stringent deadlines. With exceptional eye for detail. 

  Good communication skills.  

 Have strong work ethic be pro-active and able to show initiative.  

 All Applicants must hold the right to work in the UK  

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one. 

 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast paced 

environment then please apply 


